
Lazio 700 3DP

Information sheet
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SIZES

A 1250mm B 972mm

C 410mm D 1150mm

E 254mm F 152mm

G 381mm H 114mm

I 102mm J 1150mm

K 187mm L 100mm

M 195mm N 360mm

O 700mm P 604mm

available in 4 sizes

Lazio 700 Lazio 1250 Lazio 1500 Lazio 2000

Choose your marble

Our exquisite range of suites are available in a vast range of naturally beautiful stones. Choose to have your Bespoke 

electric suite crafted in one beautiful colour, or step outside your comfort zone and add in a second ‘highlight’ stone 

to complement your ‘primary’ choice.

See something in store you like? Speak to your sales advisor for more information on showroom exclusive marbles

Classic Stone Collection

Polar White Semi Rijo Calacatta Nacarado

Italian Grey Grey Sparkle 

Quartz

Black Sparkle 

Quartz

Rhelvina

Leather Quartzite Collection

Titanium Gold Titanium Galaxy Rosiana

Features

Easy control

Touch Control LCD Remote

Step into the future, where convenience meets innovation. Take command effortlessly through the LCD remote 

control or the discreetly designed touch screen.

Multi�Fuel Packa�e

Includes

| �hite pebbler

| Smoked jemr

| Large Crystalr

| Clear jemr

| Choice of logs w PD Logs or lpgrade to 

our British �oodland

5 �ear �arranty

©xperience peace of mind with our premium 

� year warranty exclusively offered by 

Bespoke �ireplaces Ltd for all of our �Dp 

electric fires.

Our dedicated service department, staffed 

by highly trained service administrators and 

engineers are always happy to help.

British Woodland Lo�s

The perfect finishing touch in the worlds most realistic electric fire, created with materials from nature itself. Starting with a trio to the 

fundamental fuel beds to recreate the essence of the forest floor organic husk, green moss land and charred chippings create the 

base.

Luxe

Df you prefer a clean cut, engineered look, 

choose theC4,1+.

Oak

�or a more rustic campfire feel, theCIH\Clogs 

are the perfect choice.

TRU VIZION 
 PANO LAZIO SUITE 700



Lazio 1250 x

Information sheet

Dimensions
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SIZES

A 1651mm B 784mm

C 410mm D 1551mm

E 254mm F 152mm

G 381mm H 114mm

I 102mm J 1551mm

K 187mm L 100mm

M 195mm N 360mm

O 1250mm P 416mm

available in 5 sizes

Lazio 700 Lazio 1500 Lazio 2000 Lazio 2500

Choose your marble

Our exquisite range of suites are available in a vast range of naturally beautiful stones. Choose to have your Bespoke 

electric suite crafted in one beautiful colour, or step outside your comfort zone and add in a second ‘highlight’ stone 

to complement your ‘primary’ choice.

See something in store you like? Speak to your sales advisor for more information on showroom exclusive marbles

Classic Stone Collection

Polar White Semi Rijo Calacatta Nacarado

Italian Grey Grey Sparkle 

Quartz

Black Sparkle 

Quartz

Rhelvina

Leather Quartzite Collection

Titanium Gold Titanium Galaxy Rosiana

Features

Smart control

Smart App & Alexa Touch Control LCD Remote

Step into the future, where convenience meets innovation. Take command effortlessly through the dedicated app, 

using the LCD remote control or the discreetly designed touch screen.

Multi�Fuel Packa�e

Includes

� shite tebblev

� Smoked iemv

� Clear ilasv

� tulsing L[D stri�

� Choice of logs : /D Logs or }pgrade to 

our British soodland

10 �ear �arranty

[xperience peace of mind with our premium 

�¥ year warranty exclusively offered by 

Bespoke �ireplaces Ltd for all of our electric 

fires.

Our dedicated service department, staffed 

by highly trained service administrators and 

engineers are always happy to help.

British Woodland Lo�s

The perfect finishing touch in the worlds most realistic electric fire, created with materials from nature itself. Starting with a trio to the 

fundamental fuel beds to recreate the essence of the forest floor� organic husk, green moss land and charred chippings create the 

base.

Luxe

Gf you prefer a clean cut, engineered look, 

choose theD.<2+.

Oak

�or a more rustic campfire feel, theDJIHDlogs 

are the perfect choice.

TRU VIZION  
PANO LAZIO SUITE 1250



Lazio 1500 x

Information sheet

Dimensions
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SIZES

A 1900mm B 784mm

C 410mm D 1805mm

E 254mm F 152mm

G 381mm H 114mm

I 102mm J 1805mm

K 187mm L 100mm

M 195mm N 360mm

O 1500mm P 416mm

available in 5 sizes

Lazio 700 Lazio 1250 Lazio 2000 Lazio 2500

Choose your marble

Our exquisite range of suites are available in a vast range of naturally beautiful stones. Choose to have your Bespoke 

electric suite crafted in one beautiful colour, or step outside your comfort zone and add in a second ‘highlight’ stone 

to complement your ‘primary’ choice.

See something in store you like? Speak to your sales advisor for more information on showroom exclusive marbles

Classic Stone Collection

Polar White Semi Rijo Calacatta Nacarado

Italian Grey Grey Sparkle 

Quartz

Black Sparkle 

Quartz

Rhelvina

Leather Quartzite Collection

Titanium Gold Titanium Galaxy Rosiana

Features

Smart control

Smart App & Alexa Touch Control LCD Remote

Step into the future, where convenience meets innovation. Take command effortlessly through the dedicated app, 

using the LCD remote control or the discreetly designed touch screen.

Multi�Fuel Packa�e

Includes

� shite tebblev

� Smoked iemv

� Clear ilasv

� tulsing L[D stri�

� Choice of logs : /D Logs or }pgrade to 

our British soodland

10 �ear �arranty

[xperience peace of mind with our premium 

�¥ year warranty exclusively offered by 

Bespoke �ireplaces Ltd for all of our electric 

fires.

Our dedicated service department, staffed 

by highly trained service administrators and 

engineers are always happy to help.

British Woodland Lo�s

The perfect finishing touch in the worlds most realistic electric fire, created with materials from nature itself. Starting with a trio to the 

fundamental fuel beds to recreate the essence of the forest floor� organic husk, green moss land and charred chippings create the 

base.

Luxe

Gf you prefer a clean cut, engineered look, 

choose theD.<2+.

Oak

�or a more rustic campfire feel, theDJIHDlogs 

are the perfect choice.

TRU VIZION  
PANO LAZIO SUITE 1500



Dimensions
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Lazio 2000 x
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SIZES

A 2337mm B 784mm

C 410mm D 2237mm

E 254mm F 152mm

G 381mm H 114mm

I 102mm J 2237mm

K 187mm L 100mm

M 195mm N 360mm

O 2000mm P 416mm

available in 5 sizes

Lazio 700 Lazio 1250 Lazio 1500 Lazio 2500

Choose your marble

Our exquisite range of suites are available in a vast range of naturally beautiful stones. Choose to have your Bespoke 

electric suite crafted in one beautiful colour, or step outside your comfort zone and add in a second ‘highlight’ stone 

to complement your ‘primary’ choice.

See something in store you like? Speak to your sales advisor for more information on showroom exclusive marbles

Classic Stone Collection

Polar White Semi Rijo Calacatta Nacarado

Italian Grey Grey Sparkle 

Quartz

Black Sparkle 

Quartz

Rhelvina

Leather Quartzite Collection

Titanium Gold Titanium Galaxy Rosiana

Features

Smart control

Smart App & Alexa Touch Control LCD Remote

Step into the future, where convenience meets innovation. Take command effortlessly through the dedicated app, 

using the LCD remote control or the discreetly designed touch screen.

Multi�Fuel Packa�e

Includes

� shite tebblev

� Smoked iemv

� Clear ilasv

� tulsing L[D stri�

� Choice of logs : /D Logs or }pgrade to 

our British soodland

10 �ear �arranty

[xperience peace of mind with our premium 

�¥ year warranty exclusively offered by 

Bespoke �ireplaces Ltd for all of our electric 

fires.

Our dedicated service department, staffed 

by highly trained service administrators and 

engineers are always happy to help.

British Woodland Lo�s

The perfect finishing touch in the worlds most realistic electric fire, created with materials from nature itself. Starting with a trio to the 

fundamental fuel beds to recreate the essence of the forest floor� organic husk, green moss land and charred chippings create the 

base.

L�xñ

Gf you prefer a clean cut, engineered look, 

choose theD.<2+.

Oak

�or a more rustic campfire feel, theDJIHDlogs 

are the perfect choice.

TRU VIZION 
PANO LAZIO SUITE 2000
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Lazio 2500 x
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SIZES

A 2845mm B 784mm

C 410mm D 2745mm

E 254mm F 152mm

G 381mm H 114mm

I 102mm J 2745mm

K 187mm L 100mm

M 195mm N 360mm

O 2500mm P 416mm

available in 5 sizes

Lazio 700 Lazio 1250 Lazio 1500 Lazio 2000

Choose your marble

Our exquisite range of suites are available in a vast range of naturally beautiful stones. Choose to have your Bespoke 

electric suite crafted in one beautiful colour, or step outside your comfort zone and add in a second ‘highlight’ stone 

to complement your ‘primary’ choice.

See something in store you like? Speak to your sales advisor for more information on showroom exclusive marbles

Classic Stone Collection

Polar White Semi Rijo Calacatta Nacarado

Italian Grey Grey Sparkle 

Quartz

Black Sparkle 

Quartz

Rhelvina

Leather Quartzite Collection

Titanium Gold Titanium Galaxy Rosiana

Features

Smart control

Smart App & Alexa Touch Control LCD Remote

Step into the future, where convenience meets innovation. Take command effortlessly through the dedicated app, 

using the LCD remote control or the discreetly designed touch screen.

Multi�Fuel Packa�e

Includes

� shite tebblev

� Smoked iemv

� Clear ilasv

� tulsing L[D stri�

� Choice of logs : /D Logs or }pgrade to 

our British soodland

10 �ear �arranty

[xperience peace of mind with our premium 

�¥ year warranty exclusively offered by 

Bespoke �ireplaces Ltd for all of our electric 

fires.

Our dedicated service department, staffed 

by highly trained service administrators and 

engineers are always happy to help.

British Woodland Lo�s

The perfect finishing touch in the worlds most realistic electric fire, created with materials from nature itself. Starting with a trio to the 

fundamental fuel beds to recreate the essence of the forest floor� organic husk, green moss land and charred chippings create the 

base.

L�xõ

Gf you prefer a clean cut, engineered look, 

choose theD.<2+.

Oak

�or a more rustic campfire feel, theDJIHDlogs 

are the perfect choice.

TRU VIZION 
 PANO LAZIO SUITE 2500


